BUILDING CAREERS. EMPOWERING LIVES.

TWIN CITIES RISE
2018 ANNUAL REPORT
Sincerely,

Tom Streitz, President and CEO,
Twin Cities R!SE

In 2018 TCR leveraged our track record of success and best practices to create broader systemic change in our community. Here are just a few examples:

• We were invited to be a part of the first ever “White House Prison Reform Summit” to advance legislation in the U.S. Congress focused on reducing sentences for non-violent drug offenders. This bill offers new pathways for people who are incarcerated and those formerly incarcerated to train for and obtain meaningful employment. We are pleased to report that this historical legislation passed in the U.S. Congress on a bipartisan basis.

• Twin Cities R!SE developed and launched the first ever Minnesota Employers’ Fair Chance Hiring Guide. This guide is a “how-to” manual for companies throughout Minnesota to assist them in changing their hiring practices and allow for the hiring of more people with criminal backgrounds. We presented this guide to chambers of commerce and businesses throughout the state and we are pleased that over 600 copies have been downloaded from our website.

You, our donors, supporters and investors are the fuel that allows us to grow our transformative work. Please, join us in, and celebrating the achievements of 2018:

• Most job placements ever
• Change in income of over 600%
• 6 new paying employer partners in career pathways

Our capacity building Empowerment Campaign, which kicked off in 2016, has raised about 6.5 million dollars to date. These funds will:

• Expand TCR’s Empowerment Institute and bring Empowerment training to more schools and non-profits.
• Fund paid internships to give participants the hands-on job experience they need to be successful.
• Purchase a facility for TCR, eliminating monthly rent payments

Because of your support and investment lives continue to be empowered and transformed at Twin Cities RISE. Each day, we affirm that you can move from past mistakes, addiction and criminal records to long-term careers. With your help, people are setting and reaching goals and achieving financial independence. Thank you for your new and continued support. Our ability to transform lives out of poverty into meaningful employment simply could not be done without you!

Sincerely,

Tom Streitz, President and CEO,
Twin Cities R!SE
TCR PARTICIPANTS BY THE NUMBERS

1,423 Total Served Across All programming

242 Achieved Job Outcomes
507 Individuals served in long-term employment training

Gender

- Male: 47%
- Female: 52%
- Undisclosed: 1%

Average Age

36 with child(ren) under 18

Ethnicity

- African American: 57%
- Caucasian: 16%
- Latino: 2%
- Asian: 6%
- American Indian: 3%
- Multi/Other: 14%

Barriers at Program Start

- Unemployed: 82%
- Past Substance Use: 52%
- Criminal History: 51%
- No Driver’s License: 50%
- Long-term Unemployment: 47%
- Unstable Housing (homeless/other): 27%

Average # of Barriers

4

Full-time, Permanent Employment Income Change

- Pre-Program Income: $11,846
- Post-Program Income: $31,873 (Wage = $15.70)
- Change in Income: $19,984

Annual Earnings Increased by nearly 3 million

Benefit Eligible: 93%
Average Program Time: 7m (Median Length = 4m)
“TCR rebuilt and strengthened me before entering the workforce. Coming to Twin Cities R!SE helped me find my strengths. They taught me to believe that what I want, I can have.”

— Angela

---

**FINANCIAL STATEMENT**

### Income Statement – Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial Gifts/Support</td>
<td>$2,607,996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Way</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants</td>
<td>4,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earned Income</td>
<td>1,042,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Income</td>
<td>15,548</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Income** $3,870,742

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$2,783,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>210,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>678,902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Expense** $3,672,735

### Balance Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td>$5,885,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities</td>
<td>402,272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Net Assets** $5,482,797
The following individuals served on our Board at some time during the 2018 program year.

Steven Rothschild, Chair
Twin Cities R!SE

Thomas Streitz, President
Twin Cities R!SE

Morris Goodwin, Jr., Vice Chair
American Public Media Group/MPR

Tony Leung, Vice Chair
US District Court

Laurie Lafontaine, Treasurer
Allina Health (retired)

Paige Bingham, Secretary
Allina Health

Albert Alexander
Sunrise Banks

Autumn Amadou-Blegen
MCAD

Craig Bentdahl
Mill Valley Kitchen

Michael C. Bingham
Presbyterian Homes & Services

Michael Conklin
US Bank

Aaron Glass
Community Volunteer

Sharon Hawkins
Community Volunteer

John “Chip” Howard
BMO Harris Bank, NA (retired)

Andrew Lanik
KPMG

Donzel Leggett
General Mills

Kathleen MacLennan
Nonprofit Communications Consultant

Yvonne Moore
Ecolab

Tim Murnane
Opus Holding LLC

Gabrielle Parish
GF Parish Group

Tony Ryan
Joern, Samaha, Ryan & Associates of Ameriprise Financial Services

Don Samuels
MicroGrants

Gary Weinstein
Faegre Baker Daniels

DIRECTOR EMERITUS

Robert Sayre
US Bancorp (retired)

Tom Swain
Travelers (retired)

Ron Tortelli
SUPERVALU (retired)

“TCR prepared me for my dream job. They taught me how to use my history as a stepping stone.”

— Jennifer
VISIONARIES $50,000+
An Anonymous Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Julie and Doug Baker, Jr. Foundation*
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
B.C. Gamble and P.W. Skogmo Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
General Mills Foundation
Greater Twin Cities United Way *
The McKnight Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas A. Milroy Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Opus Corporation and Opus Foundation*
Steve and Marilyn Rothschild
The Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation*
Target Corporation
Mary A. Vaughan
The Weinberg Foundation
WEM Foundation*

AMBASSADORS $49,000-$25,000
Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America *
Ameriprise Financial
Mary and Keith Bednarowski
F. R. Bigelow Foundation
Carlson and The Carlson Family Foundation*
Julia W. Dayton
Ecolab Foundation
Frey Foundation and the Eugene U. and Mary F. Frey Family Fund of The Saint Paul Foundation
K.A.H.R. Foundation
Medtronic and Medtronic Foundation*
Thomson Reuters
Ron and Diana Tortelli
Jill and John Trautz Gift Fund of The National Christian Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation Minnesota

STEWARDS $24,999-$10,000
The Victor and Christine Anthony Family Foundation
David Winton Bell Foundation*
Marc and Alicia Belton
Craig Bentdah
Paige and Mike Bingham
BMO Financial Group*
Lou and Allan Burdick; Burdick Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Marguerite Casey Foundation
Deluxe Corporation Foundation
Jack and Claire Dempsey Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
The Jaye F. Dyer and Betty F. Dyer Foundation*
Engelsma Family Foundation*
Tom and Alex Goodmanson
Sharon Hawkins
Kennefick Charitable Fund of the Renaissance Charitable Foundation
Don and Helen Knutzen
The Don and Judy Fund of the Kotula Family Foundation
Tom and Mari Lowe*
Kathleen and David MacLennan
Steve and Kathi Austin Mahle
Dick and Joyce H. McFarland Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Kathy and Tim Murnane*
K. Scott and Mary Ann Portnoy Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Lynne and Andrew Redleaf Foundation*
The Saint Paul Foundation
Judy and Steve Shank*
Christina and Hank Shea; The Shea Family Fund of Vanguard Charitable
Smikis Foundation
Nikki Sorum and Simon Foster*
SPEDCO Economic Development Foundation of The Saint Paul Foundation
US Bank Foundation
VCJ Foundation

◊ Given continuously for 10 or more years | *Given continuously for 5 or more years
Italicized donors have passed away.
DONORS (CONTINUED)

BENEFACTORS $9,999-$5,000

Accredited Investors

Bob and Nancy Anderson Fund #2 of The Minneapolis Foundation*

David and Debra Andreas

API Group

Bank of America Charitable Foundation*

Charles P. and Mary E. Belgarde Foundation

Peter Bell and Sharon Bottoff; Bell Family Charitable Gift Fund of Fidelity Charitable*

Sue and David Bennett Family Fund of Fidelity Charitable*

Shirley Bentdahl

Marlene Bixby, in memory of Ned Bixby

Susan Boren and Steve King

Carmen and Jim Campbell; Campbell Foundation

David R. and Kathleen Quast Carlsen

CarVal Investors LLC

Robert and Teri Crosby – The Longview Foundation*

Charles M. Denny, Jr. and Carol E. Denny Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*

Faegre Baker Daniels LLP*

Scotty and Peter Gillette*

Morris Goodwin, Jr. and Donna Lindsay-Goodwin; Goodwin-Lindsay Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*

Jeff and Michelle Hinck*

Chip Howard and Susan Clark; Clark Howard Giving Fund of Fidelity Charitable*

Paul and Sarah Karon

Aloysius Foundation*

Laurie and Daniel LaFontaine; The LaFontaine Family Fund of Vanguard Charitable *

The Tom and Mary Gerry Lee Foundation of The Saint Paul Foundation*

Peggy and Ilo Leppik*

Jim and Norma Leslie

Sarah and B. John Lindahl, Jr. through Schwab Charitable

Luther Automotive Group

Robert and Susan Macdonald

Kay and Mike McCarthy

Mill Valley Kitchen

Jennifer and Todd Mulvehill

Greg Page*

Gabrielle and David Parish; GF Parish Group

Bill and Barbara Pearce Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*

RBC Foundation USA and RBC Wealth Management*

Christine and Jeff Rotsch; Rotsch Family Foundation*

The Anthony and Laurie Ryan Family Charitable Fund of Vanguard Charitable*

Robert and Sharon Ryan

Securian Financial*

George Sherman

Stephanie Simon

Phil and Margaret Soran; The Soran Foundation*

Warren and Mary Lynn Staley*

Bob and Celia Stremtater*

Success Computer Consulting

Brian and Mia Sullivan*

Mayer and Elizabeth Tapper*

Janet Thome, in memory of Ken Thome*

Travelers Foundation*

Pete and Mary Vorbrich

Aileen and Robert Wahlstedt; Wahlstedt Family Fund of The Saint Paul Foundation*

Kathleen and William Wanner, Jr.

Steve and Mary Watson; Watson Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*

Weiser Family Foundation on behalf of Irving and Marjorie Weiser*

Xcel Energy Foundation
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SUSTAINERS $4,999-$2,500

Aeon
Philip Allen; The Allen Family Fund of Vanguard Charitable
Anonymous (1)
Katie and Martin Bassett
Alicia and Hayes Batson
Darlene J. and Richard P. Carroll
Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Shannon and Mark Evenstad
Cecy Faster
Jeff and Mary Fox Charitable Fund of Fidelity Charitable
John and Martha Gabbert
Tom and Susan Handley
Mina and Robert Harrigan
Wil and Julie Heupel Family Fund of Schwab Charitable
Byron Hill and Twanya Hood Hill
Hognander Family Foundation of The Minneapolis Foundation
Jim and Sally Hornig
Hutter Family Foundation
JP Morgan Private Bank
Peggy Lauritsen – PLDG
Lurie LLP
Yvonne and Thomas Moore
Joe and Kathy Mucha
Kim and Stafford Nelson
Rory and Rhonda O’Neill
Ellie Pidot
Public Welfare Foundation
Karen Reiersen
Stand Together
Tankenoff Families Foundation
TCF Foundation
TE Connectivity
United Health Group Employee Matching Gifts Program
Mary and Bill Upjohn
Robert Waldron and Leona Werner
Wanner Engineering
Wilhelmina Wright and Dan Schmechel
David Yerich

PARTNERS $2,499-$1,000

Anonymous (1)
Alliance Management
Ameriprise Financial Employee Matching Gift Program
Arthur and Jan Anderson
Jerry and Linda Anderson
Alex Ash
Douglas M. and Carole M. Baker
Giving Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Jane McDonald Black and Archie Black
Sally and Gary Bluem
Jan and Ellen Breyer
Barbara and Dan Bridgeman
Bruce Christensen
Chad and Holly Clark
David Colby and Laura Clay
Bert and Suzie Colianni
Cinda Collins Foundation of Fidelity Charitable
Conagra Brands Foundation
Ellie Crosby – The Longview Foundation
Crowley White Helmer and Sevig
Pilar Cruz and Bhavin Trivedi
Ted and Carol Cushmore Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Richard and Mary Lu Dietz
Ian and Carol Friendly; The Friendly Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Charles and Kim Gits Family Charitable Fund of the National Philanthropic Trust
Aaron and Dee Glass
Steve and Mary Goldstein; Goldstein Gift Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Michael and Elizabeth Gorman
Grace Lutheran Church
Margot and Paul Grangaard
Diana Gulden and Jose Peris
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John and Amy Guttery
The Hamilton Family Foundation
Elizabeth and Van Zandt Hawn
Roger F. Heegaard Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
James and Ann Howard
Hubbard Broadcasting Foundation
Jaymes and Janet Hubbell; The Hubbell Family Fund of The Saint Paul Foundation
Jeff and Mary Husband
Michael Keller and Gina Zaffarano
Andy and Wendy Lanik
Catherine Lawrence and Lee Sheehy
Rick and Anita Leggott
Lawrence and Lois Leistiko
Rob and Ilene Leonard
Tony Leung and Sherry Tsao-Leung
Ross and Bridget Levin Charitable Gift Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*
Libby Law Office PA
Nancy and Walter McClure
Matching Grant Program Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*
Anita and Todd Messal
Lynnell Mickelsen and John Bellaimey
Kjirsten and James Mickesh: Mickesh Family Fund of Fidelity Charitable*
Mike and Linda Fiterman Family Foundation
Minneapolis City of Lakes Rotary Foundation
Christine and Jack Morrison
Mortenson Family Foundation
Andrea Mueller and Ephraim Eyal
Hema and John Nealon*
The Michael and Jane Nilan Fund of Schwab Charitable
Northside Achievement Zone
Todd and Fabiana Peterson
Melissa Raphan and Tom Rock Charitable Fund of Schwab Charitable*
Lorna Reichl and Roger Peters
Sheva and Tom Sanders
Stephen and Karen Sanger
Sanneh Foundation
Robert and Ali Sayre
Bruce and Patricia Schadow
Foundation of Fidelity Charitable
Malana and Jeff Schmidt
Nancy Somers Family Foundation
Linda and Fred Speece
James B. Stake and Miriam M. Stake Fund of Ayco Charitable Foundation*
Paul and Suzanne Stordahl Charitable Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Ruth Stricker
Sunrise Banks*
Kay A. Thomas Fund of The Saint Paul Foundation
Marcia Townley*
Parker and Albert Trostel Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*
Nathan and Emily Uhl
United Parcel Service
Patrick and Sheila Walsh Fund of Schwab Charitable*
Ruth and David Waterbury*
The Dori and Gary Weinstein Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation of the Minneapolis Jewish Federation
Jean Donald Wilson*
James and Kathleen Zavoral
Jordan and Kristi Zweig

SUPPORTERS $999-$500
Abdo Eick and Meyers
John and Liddy Achter
Al and Pamela Alexander
Anonymous (3)
Apple Employee Matching Gift Program
Elizabeth Burke
John and Julie Butcher
Chorzempa Family Foundation*
James and Roberta Craig*
Elmer L. and Eleanor J. Andersen Foundation
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Steve and Mimi Fisher Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Michael Fleming and Lisa Heidenreich
David France and Cindy Lord
Tom and Gillian Gabriel
Jill and Tim Geoffrion, Jr.
Anne and Jon Gotte
Laurie and Ed Greeno
Jesse and Jessica Grittner
Steven and Jenny Gullickson
Hands On Twin Cities
Anne and Peter Heegaard Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Brian and Barb Herstig
Larry and Emmie Hester
Barb Hilbert
Alan and Karen Hupp
Andrea Kaufman and Jim Jacobson; Kaufman Jacobson Family Fund of Schwab Charitable
Danny Jones
Cindy and Tony Kaplan Fund of Schwab Charitable
Beth Kieffer Leonard and Todd Leonard
Wade and Renee Lau
Don and Judy LeWin
Monica Little and Mark Abeln; Little-Abeln Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Sarah and Bob Lumpkins
Diane and John Malone
Nancy McGlynn Phelps and James Phelps
Brenda Natala
Julie Nelson
J. Thomas and Janet Rajala Nelson Fund of The Saint Paul Foundation
Nelson Tietz and Hoye
Bruce and Bobby Nemer
Tim and Judy O’Brien
Stephen and Adrienne Oesterle
Michael and Pamela Oesterreich
Whitney Pidot, Jr.
Remele Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation

Carleen Rhodes
Sonya and Phillip Roberts
Ann and Mark Robinow
James and Audrey Rothschild
Don and Sondra Samuels
Randall Schmidt
Dean Shea; Shea-Maclravie Fund of Fidelity Charitable
David and Jennifer Thomas Donor Advised Fund of the National Philanthropic Trust
Thrivent Choice
Andrew Tulloch
Ron and Carol Vantine
Sandra L. Vargas Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Stephen Warch and Alexandra Klass
James and Joan Watson
John T. Wetzel
Katherine and Eric Whittington
Luke and Ann Marie Winskowski
Steve and Julie Young

FRIENDS up to $499

123 Home Theater
Rebecca Aadland Tillotson
Abbott Laboratories Employee Giving Campaign
Katie and Brendan Abrams
Laurie Adams
Catherine Adeboye
Debrah Albert and Sheldon Finver
Roxanne Alexander
Suzette and Claud Allaire
Eric Alland and Katherine Murphy
Sami Al-Marzoog
Autumn Amadou-Blegen and Joe Blegen
AmazonSmile Foundation
Doug and Lisa Andersen
Amy Anderson
Jennifer M. Anderson
Linda Anderson
Anonymous (17)
Antonia Apolinario-Wilcoxon

◊ Given continuously for 10 or more years | *Given continuously for 5 or more years
Italicized donors have passed away.
Bridget Axelson*
Scott and Kerry Bader
Christopher Badger and Cheryl Wildemuth
Cailltin Badger
Jennifer Baese
James Ballie
Sandra and Barry Baines*
Keith and Linda Barber
Richard and Kathryn Barker
Sarah and Jung Bassett-Kim
Steve and Laurie Bauer
Patty Beadle
Diane Beck
Nichol and Darren Beckstrand
Jeannine Befidi
Therese Behnke
Nichole Bergerson
Robert and Pamela Berkowitz
Henry and Linda Berman
Chris and Alex Bertz
Best Buy Employee Matching Gift Program
Michaelynn Beutel
Deborah Bieleck
Joan and Reid Billig◊
Kim Eve Bingham
Bill Blanski
Susan Blom
Tom and Sarah Borger
Sarah Boswell-Healey*
Bowman and Brooke LLP
Rochelle and William Boyce
Lydia Bradley
Andrew Brainerd
Elizabeth Brandt
Phyllis Brashler and Nora Welch
Aviva Breen
Bill Bridgeman
Molly Broder
Scott and Heidi Brophy
Barbara Ann Brown
Jeffrey and Gretchen Brown
Maribeth Browning
Eric and Kerry Bruggeman
Michael and Wendi Buck
Charles Burdick and Christy Haynes
Joy Burdick
Paul and Shannon Burke◊
William Bushey
Emmanuel and Stephanie Butler
Mary and Dennis Cahill
Bob Callahan
Sasha Cameron
Kathleen and Paul Campbell
Anne Carayon and Daniel Pennie
Elsa Cardenas
Sally and Mike Carey*
Cynthia and Kevin Carlson
Jean and Bruce Carlson
Dan Carr and Kathleen Glover◊
J. Patrick and Mary Casey
Gail Celio
Norm and Mary Beth Chapel◊
Carolyn and Thomas Chase◊
Joan and Jerry Christensen
Susan Christensen
Marin Christenson Hofer
Mary Chung and Octavio Bustamante
Lisa Cierzana
Flannery Clark and Michael Ring
Kathleen Clark
Linda Clay
George and Anne Cleveland
Dwight and Nancy Colby
Greg Colby and Carol Schoen
Linda Collander-Murray and David Murray
JoAnne Collins
Angie and Tom Conley
Connexus Energy
Heidi and Fred Conrad
Jeanne E. Corwin
Bonnie Cowles
Jay and Page Cowles Giving Fund of Fidelity Charitable◊
Rich and Jackie Cowles
Sara and Douglas Cowles
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Tom Crann and Andrew Martin
Patricia Croal and Delbert Meismer
Susan Cron
Gloria and Jim Cullen
Lawrence and Lisa Cumpston
Catherine and Stuart Dalton
Elizabeth Davidson
Emily Davidson
Karen Davidson
Priscilla Davis
Thomas Davis
Bridget Dawkins
Beth Demarest
Jeff DeMars
Robert and Jane Demay*
Mary DeMonett
Louann Denniss
David Deschene
Nicholas Dewey and John Kluehka
Jon Deyoung
Vickie and John Dotolo
Daniel J. DuHamel
Jane Duncan*
Helen and Tom Dwight*
Mick Dyer and Kelly O’Hara Dyer*
Jim and Susan Eaton
J. Michele Edwards
Doug and Katy Eiden
Walter Eisenbeis
Jackie Engel
Steven Engelson
Janet Engeswick
Nan Eserkaln*
Anna Marie Ettel
Tina Feigal
Jeanne Ferrian and Robert Byers
James and Judith Fetterly
Steven Fetzek
Joyce Field
Robert Fisch and Karen Bachman
Debra Fisher Goldstein and
Harvey Goldstein
Wendy and Mark Flinner
Barbara and J. Hanson Fonkert
Dale and Sara Forsberg
Patty Foster
Nancy Fox*
Ryan and Ashley France
Doreen Frankel and Jake Hurwitz
Jerry Frick and Dean Samuelson
Fred and Marie Friswold*
Barbara Fugate
Paul and Queenie Gam*
Tracy and R. Sean Gardiner
Andrew Garner IV
Anne and Andrew Garner
Jessica Garner
Deb Gerstner
Jessica and Steve Gilbertson*
Stephanie Gilmore
Colton Gits
Giving Assistant
Stanley M. and Luella G. Goldberg Family Foundation
Andrea Goldstein
Carol and James Goodfriend
Jenny Goodfriend and Sara Wiley
Kate and Curt Goodrich
Jennifer and Richard Goplen
Rob Goudy
Tracy Gradford
Andrew Grossman
Sharon and Bruce Grostephan
Joanne Groten
Grove Ingham Charitable Fund of
Fidelity Charitable
Michael and Cathlene Gunvalson
Jenny Gustafson
Shirley Gustafson
Sharon Guthrie
Nate Haines
Jeff Halbur
Patricia and David Halsor
Derek and Lacy Halvorson*
Rebecca A. Hamilton
Matt Hanrahan
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Christina and Dennis Hansen
Donn Hanson
Hugh and Mary Hanson
James and Supavan Hanson
Jon and Penny Hanson*
Christine Harnack
Stephen Harper and
Elizabeth Alexander
Winola Harrell
John W. Harris
Jolene and Tom Hart
Mary Harty
Sharole Hawksens
Dana Hazel and Mike Vespasiano
Karen Heegaard
Lucy and Jeff Heegaard*
Frederick and Sharon Hegele
Aaron Heidgerken-Greene
Jeffrey Hendrickson
Kalue Her
Kathleen Hicswa
Lucy Hiestand
Felix Hill Rosado
Molly Hjorth
Earl Hoekman
Eric Honoroff
House of Praise Ministries
Cynthia Howard
Autumn and Nathan Hubbell
Mike and Christina Huck*
Florette and Alvin Hujanen
Gregory Hulne
Penelope Hunt
Imagehaus
Pamela Isham
Beth and Norman Jagger
Katherine and Dimuthu Jayawardena
Maria Jette
Antonette Johnson
Kay L. and G. D. Johnson
Pamela J. Johnson
Paul Johnson
Roxanne Johnson
William R. Johnson
Stephanie Jones
Jill and Dave Jordahl
Dan and Kate Jude
Joy and Sid Kaplan*
Riley Karbon
Mary and James Karker
Gacengeci Karumba
Joan L. Kelly
Christopher and Laurie Kemp
Steve and Mary Kennedy
Marion Kennon
Sarah Kinney
Mary Jo and Timothy Kinsky
Gayle Klauser
Brad Klein
Tanya Klingelhoets
Stuart and Mary Ellen Knappmiller
Benjamin and Andrea Knoll Fund of
Schwab Charitable
Sharon Knowlton
Magi Korder
Emily Krasney
Miriam Krause
Leah and Matt Krotzer
Pamela Krueger
Jukka and Susanne Kukkonen*
Anita Kunin
Christine Kwong
Jon La Vallee
Lee Ladue
Karen and William Lake
John and Nikki Laliberte
Rita Langteau
Whitney Larson and Joel Niemann
Scott LaRue
Heather Laubach
Karen K. Lawrence
Barbara and Glenn Lawton
Fluryanne and Melvyn Leach
Mike Learned
Judith Leatham
Susan LeClaire
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Robert Lee
Donzell and Tracy Leggett
Robert J. Lehner
Mary and Wayne Leisman
Chris and Marion Levy
Sallie and Peter Lilenthal
Janet and Rick Lillemo
Amy Litman
Jane Lonergan
Robin Lorenzen
Peggy and David Lucas*
Deb Ludowese
Jessie and Robert Ludowese
Julie Ludowese
R.L. and M.J. Luedtke
Dan Lund
Sharon Lund and Bob Falls
Anastasia and Tom Lynch
Lyon-Dugin and Associates
Joan Malerich
Becky Mallory
Mary Ann Maloney and Susan Schmid
Jill Marcinkowski
Rachel Martell Moeller
Lynn Martin
Jason Massingill
Molly McBeath
Betty McConnell
Andrea McCreadie and Anthony Beyer
Judy and Malcolm W. McDonald
Family Charitable Account of Fidelity Charitable
Gregory McElroy
Jennine McGee*
Kara McGuire
Bill and Amy McKinney
Joan and Tom Mears
Santina Melendez
Lester Meltzer*
Diane Merrifield*
Jennifer Mewaldt*
Timothy and Amy Meyer
Jane Ramsayer Miller and Susan Haugh
Laurie Miller
Loreli and Jack Miller
Mary E. Miller
Ryan and Marie Miller
Minnesota Lice Lady
Michelle B. Morris
Robert Morrow
Tony Morrow
Cynthia Mortensen
Sally Mortenson and Alfred Zdrazil
Brad Mueller
Kaspar Mueller
Diane Mullin and David Wulfman
Moya Mulqueen
Craig Muntifering
Mark Murphy and Heidi Fessler
Ron Murray
Don Muske*
Aaron Musngi
Josephine Musumeci
Lisa Naaktgeboren
Tim and Kristi Nasby
Robert Neal
Laurie Neff*
Dana Nelson
Hannele Nicholson
Sheryl Nins
Cindy and Don Oberg-Hauser
Kristen Hoeschler-O’Brien and Terrence O’Brien;
The Hoeschler-O’Brien Fund of The Saint Paul Foundation
Shelby Olson
Susan and Daniel Opare-Addo
Matt Oquist
Renae Oswald-Anderson
Margaret Padilla
Brian and Julia Palmer*
Kimberly Palmer
Dave and Joan Pasiuk
Enola Patterson
Claire Pautz
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Kate Pearce  
Amy Perez Ortiz and Jose Luis Ortiz  
Beth and Troy Perry  
Linda Petrie  
Robin Phillips  
Anne and Wade Pierce  
Sherry and David Pierce  
Piper Jaffray Employee Giving Program*  
Wendy and Phillip Plager  
Nickolai Plattes  
Vicki Poier  
Troy Polan  
Ted and Mary Pouliot  
Greg Price  
Donald Pruitt  
Josh Pyke  
Tian Autumn Qin  
Louis Quast  
Jason Rambo  
Norma and Robert Ramsay\(^\)  
William and Donna Ramsay*  
Karly and Frank Randall  
Laura Randall  
Alex Reich  
Cindy Reich and Harold Kravitz  
Pam Rennaker  
Pola Rest  
Mercedes Reynolds  
Judith and Garl Rieke  
Riverbridge Partners  
Joy and Kent Robbins  
Colleen Robinson  
Tina Rockett  
Kathleen and Michael Roelofs  
Ann Rogers  
Yvonne Rogers  
Jeff and Cathy Ronning  
Carol Rosendahl  
Diane Rosenwald  
Susan Rostkoski  
Nancy Roth  
Bruce and Ellen Rothschild*  
Buddhadev Roychoudhury  
Rob and Marilyn Rukavina  
Shannon and Todd Runge\(^\)  
James Rustad  
Calvin Ruth  
Donna Samelian  
Andrew Satterlie  
Sue Sattler  
David Schaal  
Randy Schafer  
Tracy Schirmers  
Benton Schnabel  
Patricia Schneck  
Darcy and Robert Schnitzer  
Cindy and Mark Schreiber  
Fred and Lorraine Schreiber  
James Schreiber  
Sally Schreiber  
Pamela Schutt  
Jaketa Scott  
Mary Scott, Faridah Rahman, Lori and Jeff Wilfahrt  
Joe Selvaggio and Rose Escanan\(^\)  
Thomas Sem  
Lynne and John Severson  
Karl and Emily Sevig  
Gary Shackleford  
Judith Shaugnessy  
Ron and Lori Shelby\(^\)  
Betta Sherman  
Peggy L. Sievi  
Austin Skoglund  
Andrew Smith  
Bruce Smith and Marie Prottengeier-Smith  
Donald Smith  
Joyce and Dennis Smtih  
Maureen Smith and Denny Reimer  
Jessica Smith-Schuh  
Leslie Snow  
Nathan Soland  
Kelly Solt  
Allen Sommerfeld
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Antonio Spargo*
Gary Spears*
Lauri Speltz and Dennis Ryono
James Stafford
Randall and Sharon Stinson
William and Lee Strang through Schwab Charitable
Pamela Streed
Thomas and Michele Streitz*
Alexi Strommen Noeldner
Dawn and Timothy Strommen
Heidi and John Strommen
Jan H. Susee
Beth and Steve Sutherland
Karen and Leslie Suzukamo
Barbara Swain
Tom H. Swain
Barbara Swanson
Erin Sylvester
Jitesh Tank
Emelia and Michael Terry
Bryn Thompson
Kristin Thompson
Doug Thomson and Laurie Day
James Thomson
Thomson Reuters Gift Matching Program*
Thrivent Employee Matching Gift Program
Chris Tiegland
Lesa and John Tieszen
TisBest Philanthropy
Patricia Todd
Frances Torstenson
Linnea Torstenson
Jon Tremmel
Mary Trine
Terrence Tripp
Martha Truax
Shereese and Kenneth Turner*
Kate Uding
Karen Leigh and James Underwood
Megan Unger
Ruth Spiegel Usem
Leo Vade
Lekha Varkey Pauly
Elizabeth Varro
Leslie W. Vaughan
Deborah and Paul Veit
Jean Velleu
Serra and Ron Vickery
John Vilandre
Keith and Kathryn Voss
Voya Foundation
Colleen Walz
John and Janet Watson
Iain and Janet Webber; Webber Family Giving Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Marcia Weimerskerch
Luke Weisberg
Marilyn Wells
Tim and Liz Welsh*
Tami Wendt
Susan and Jim Westerman
Tonya West-Gray
Carl Whaley
Kelly and John Wheaton*
Alexander Whitney
Catherine and Dyke Williams
Charity and Carl Willis
Jessica Wong and Chris McQuerry
Jerry Wright
Suzanne and Peter Wyckoff
Jim and Kathy Wyman*
Ellyn Wyman-Grothem
Christy Yackel
Joshua Yank
Justin Yunke
Becky Yust
Zachry Group
Jonathan and Anne Zielske*
Sheri Zigan
Florence and Bill Zopfi
Sharon and David Zopfi-Jordan

◊ Given continuously for 10 or more years | * Given continuously for 5 or more years
Italicized donors have passed away.
EMPOWERMENT GIVING

The Twin Cities RISE Empowerment Campaign is a multi-year effort to take our model to greater scale and ensure we can continue to meet the community’s need for a skilled workforce for the future. Empowerment Campaign Donors to date are listed below. An * indicates that an initial pledge or gift was made this year.

Autumn Amadou-Blegen and Joe Blegen
David and Debra Andreas
Julie and Doug Baker
Mary and Keith Bednarowski
Anonymous (2)
Peter Bell and Sharon Bottorff*
Craig Bentdahl
Shirley Bentdahl*
Mike and Paige Bingham
Allan and Lou Burdick
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation*
Martin V. Chorzempa
Curtis L. Carlson Family Foundation
Jack and Claire Dempsey
Charles M. Denny, Jr.
Ian and Carol Friendly
General Mills Foundation*
Scotty and Peter Gillette
Aaron and Dee Glass
Kate Goodrich
Morris Goodwin and Donna Lindsay-Goodwin
Sharon Hawkins
Chip Howard and Susan Clark
K.A.H.R. Foundation
Laurie and Daniel Lafontaine
Andy and Wendy Lanik*
Tony Leung and Sherry Tsao-Leung
Robert and Polly McCrea*
Richard and Joyce H. McFarland
Douglas and Sandra Milroy*
Kathy and Tim Murnane
Opus Foundation*
Gabrielle and David Parish
Tad and Cindy Piper
Bill and Joanne Reiling
Paul and Mary Reyelts
Rotsch Family Foundation*
Steve and Marilyn Rothschild
Tony and Laurie Ryan
Don and Sondra Samuels
Joe Salvaggio and Rose Escanam
Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
Lee Sheehy and Cathy Lawrence
Sonia Shewchuk and Robert Uphus
Stephanie Simon
Smikis Foundation
Margaret and Philip Soran
Brian and Maria Sullivan*
Mayer and Elizabeth Tapper*
Target Corporation*
Ron and Diana Tortelli
Jill and John Trautz*
Mary W. Vaughan
Margaret and Angus Wurtele
Steve and Julie Young

GIFTS IN KIND

Bob and Sue Macdonald
Mill Valley Kitchen
Shereese and Kenneth Turner
Sue and Jim Westerman
ROTHCHILD LEGACY CIRCLE

The Rothschild Legacy Circle recognizes donors who have committed to making Twin Cities R!SE a beneficiary in their estate plans at any level and in any manner. If you have included Twin Cities R!SE in your estate plans and are not listed below, please let us know!

Mary and Keith Bednarowski  Margaret and Ilo Leppik
Kate and Art Berman  Joyce and Richard McFarland
Joan and Reid Billig  Trent Meidinger and Lucy Bauer
Paige and Mike Bingham  Gabrielle and David Parish
Judith and James Fetterly  Marilyn and Steve Parish
Mary and Gene Frey  Aly and Rob Sayre
Sharon Hawkins  Malana and Jeffrey Schmidt

If you are interested in learning more about how you can name Twin Cities R!SE as a beneficiary of your estate and become a member of the Rothschild Legacy Circle, please contact us.

“...somewhere to get to where you want to go. TCR opened the door and gave me the opportunities to walk through it.”
— Kevin

2018 VOLUNTEERS

Eric Bain  Charity Grubb  Andy Nagel
Maria Balchun  Diane Horak  Jud Nichols
Dawn Bremer  Shari Hunter  Jennifer Peterson
Nicole Burns  Jewelean Jackson  Bill Quick
Joe Cottew  Barb Johnson  Wynne Reece
Grace Coughlin  Sara Johnson  Reed Thompson
Toni Davis  Britteny Kral  Nicole Vandenplas
Lindsay Dubbeldee  Marla McDonough  Ba Vang
Mick Dyer  Christina Mendelson  Ed Wade
Laura Finn  Kjirsten Mickesh  Krzysztof Walczak
Brooke Geissler  Liam Moran  Terrina White-Vasser
Pamela Green  Anisha Murphy  Ainsley Yee